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Beyond Culture
1976

edward t hall opens up new dimensions of understanding and perception of human experience by helping us
rethink our values in constructive ways

文化を超えて
1979

polish jewish culture beyond the capital centering the periphery is a path breaking exploration of the diversity and
vitality of urban jewish identity and culture in polish lands from the second half of the nineteenth century to the
outbreak of the second world war 1899 1939 in this multidisciplinary essay collection a cohort of international
scholars provides an integrated history of the arts and humanities in poland by illuminating the complex roles jews
in urban centers other than warsaw played in the creation of polish and polish jewish culture each essay presents
readers with the extraordinary production and consumption of culture by polish jews in literature film cabaret
theater the visual arts architecture and music they show how this process was defined by a reciprocal cultural
exchange that flourished between cities at the periphery from lwów and wilno to kraków and Łódź and
international centers like warsaw thereby illuminating the place of polish jews within urban european cultures
companion website polishjewishmusic iu edu

Polish Jewish Culture Beyond the Capital
2023-09-15

contemporary colonialities in mexico and beyond explores the changing dynamic of coloniality by focusing on how
modern cultural products connect to the foundational structures of colonialism the book examines how these
structures have perpetuated discourses of racial ethnic gender and social exclusion rooted in mexico s history
given the intimate relationship between coloniality and modernity the volume addresses three central questions
how does the mexican colonial history influence the definition of mexico from within and outside its borders what
issues rooted in coloniality recur over time and space and finally how do cultural products provide a concrete and
tangible way of studying coloniality its history and its evolution the book analyses how literary works movies
television series and social media posts reconfigure colonial difference and spatialization supported by careful
historical and cultural contextualization these analyses will allow readers to appreciate contemporary mexico vis à
vis culture and borderland issues in the united states and debates on imperial memory in spain ultimately
contemporary colonialities in mexico and beyond presents a handbook for readers looking to learn more about
coloniality as a pervasive part of global interactions today

Contemporary Colonialities in Mexico and Beyond
2023-12-18

displaced things in museums and beyond looks anew at the lives effects and possibilities of things starting from
the perspectives of things themselves it outlines a particular displacement approach to the museum anthropology
and material culture the book explores the ways in which the objects are experienced in their present displaced
settings and the implications and potentialities they carry it offers insights into matters of difference and the hope
that may be offered by transformative encounters between persons and things drawing on anthropological studies
of ritual to conceptualise and examine displacement and its implications and possibilities dudley develops her
arguments through exploration of displaced objects now in museums and dislocated or exiled from their prior
geographical historical cultural intellectual and personal contexts the book s approach and conclusions are
relevant far beyond the museum showing that even in the most difficult of circumstances there is agency
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distinction and dignity in the choices and impacts that are made and that things and places as well as people have
efficacy and potency in those choices in displaced things displacement emerges as fundamental to understanding
the lives of things and their relationships with human beings and the places however defined that they make and
pass within the book will be essential reading for academics and students engaged in the study of museums
heritage anthropology culture and history

Displaced Things in Museums and Beyond
2020-11-29

this book analyses the dynamics of the emerging networks of individuals organizations technologies and
publications by which means information was exchanged across and through all kinds of borders and boundaries
in this period it extends the frame within which historical discourse about information can take place by bringing
together scholars not only from different disciplines but also from different national and linguistic backgrounds it
will be of interest to scholars and students of information history and the emergence of the information society as
well as to social and cultural historians concerned with the late 19th and early 20th century

Information Beyond Borders
2014-03-28

drawing on a range of new media sources including websites chat rooms blogs and forums this book explores the
concerns expressed by advocates of white power with regard to racial hierarchy and social order the crisis of
traditional american values the perpetuation of liberal feminist elitist ideas the degradation of the family and the
fetishization of black men what emerges is an understanding of the instruments of power in white supremacist
discourses in which a series of connections are drawn between popular culture multiculturalism sexual politics
and state functions all of which are seen to be working against white men

Beyond Hate
2014-07-28

a guide to productive dialogue across ideological divides with practical tools for building trust defusing hostility
and approaching hot button topics with the election of president biden many liberals thought that the world of
political discourse would somehow go back to normal but the continued extremism of republican politicians and
conservative pundits has only stoked the flames of progressive disdain in ways that make it harder than ever to
engage in civil debate in beyond contempt erica etelson shows us how to communicate effectively across the
political divide without soft pedaling our beliefs or playing into the hands of divisive politicians using powerful non
defensive communication skill sets we can express ourselves in ways that inspire open minded consideration
instead of triggering defensive reactions with detailed instruction and helpful examples etelson demonstrates how
we can open hearts and minds in unexpected ways

Beyond Contempt
2019-12-10

saicm was established a decade ago as a voluntary approach to complement regulatory gaps to achieve sound
management of chemicals by 2020 despite significant actions taken since then chemicals still pose a grave risk
through the pollution of air water soil and food in 2015 an international process was set in motion to design a new
global framework for sound management of chemicals and wastes the new framework will replace saicm and it is
envisaged to be adopted in 2020 this report is the first attempt to analyse functions needed for effective chemicals
and waste governance and to identify options for the institutional form in the post 2020 era the report aims to
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increase understanding of reforms required to protect human health and the environment from hazardous
chemicals and wastes in light of the 2030 agenda on sustainable development

Chemicals and Waste Governance Beyond 2020
2017-01-04

fundamentals of nursing by potter and perry is a widely appreciated textbook on nursing foundations
fundamentals its comprehensive coverage provides fundamental nursing concepts skills and techniques of nursing
practice and a firm foundation for more advanced areas of study this second south asia edition of potter and perry
s fundamentals of nursing not only provides the well established authentic content of international standards but
also caters to the specific curriculum requirements of nursing students of the region salient features fully
compliant to the inc curriculum easy to read interesting and involving disposition which leads the reader through
various facets of nursing foundations fundamentals improved layout design and presentation a number of
photographs replaced with the indian ones to provide regional feel to the content long answer and short answer
questions added at the end of every chapter

Potter and Perry's Fundamentals of Nursing: Second South Asia
Edition - E-Book
2017-08-18

the companion volume to the 50th anniversary edition of black like me this book features john howard griffin s
later writings on racism and spirituality conveying a progressive evolution in thinking it further explores griffin s
ethical stand in the human rights struggle and nonviolent pursuit of equality a view he shared with greats such as
gandhi martin luther king jr and thomas merton enlightening and forthright this record also focuses on griffin s
spiritual grounding in the catholic monastic tradition discussing the illuminating meditations on suffering and the
author s own reflections on communication justice and dying

Prison of Culture
2011-10-01

a long overdue reassessment of post 1918 salzburg as a distinct austrian cultural hub that experimented in moving
beyond war and empire into a modern self consciously inclusive and international center for european culture for
over 300 years salzburg had its own legacy as a city state at an international crossroads less stratified than europe
s colonial capitals and seeking a political identity based in civic participation with its own economy and politics
after world war i salzburg became a refuge its urban and bucolic spaces staged encounters that had been brutally
cut apart by the war its deep seated traditions of citizenship art and education guided its path in interwar salzburg
contributors from around the globe recover an evolving but now lost vanguard of european culture fostering not
only new identities in visual and performing arts film music and literature but also a festival culture aimed at
cultivating an inclusive public not an international elite and a civic culture sharing public institutions sports
tourism and a diverse spectrum of cultural identities serving a new european ideal

Interwar Salzburg
2024-02-08

this collection of essays explores a wealth of topics in children s and young adult literature and culture
contributions about picture books include analyses of variants of the folktale the little red hen and bullying race
and gender are explored in essays about picture books featuring children as consumable objects about books
focused on african american female athletes and about young adult dystopian fiction gender itself is further
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explored in articles about monster high joyce carol oates s beasts and the hunger games and divergent essays
about fantasy literature include an exploration of environmentalism in rick riordan s the heroes of olympus a
discussion of severus snape as a judas figure an explication of chapter 5 of the hobbit and an analysis of ghosts
and nationalism in eva ibbotson s the haunting of granite falls an essay about horrible histories explores television
genre and the way history is coded other contributions explore how teaching literature to reluctant readers can be
effective through multimodal texts and how harry potter has played a role in the popularity of young adult
literature for adult readers

Children's and Young Adult Literature and Culture
2016-08-17

building collective leadership for culture change shows how five community engagement research projects in the
greater los angeles area were able to create more collaborative and participatory cultures in their academic
institutions and nonacademic settings by using community organizing research in action and narrative inquiry
these projects focused on incorporating civic engagement into the work of scholars creating a civic engagement
minor at california state university dominguez hills integrating community organizing practices within the los
angeles unified school district and building a regional organizing network among civically engaged higher
education institutions as the case studies authored by maria avila and her collaborators show these projects
succeeded because they took place in collaborative spaces where participants were part of designing the purpose
goals and specific actions to create culture change building collective leadership for culture change is a vital
inquiry into the possibilities of collective interpretation of accomplishments among researchers and participants

Building Collective Leadership for Culture Change
2023-04-15

children of the star trilogy book two once noren gained admission to the city where technology was hidden he
thought he had discovered how to make metal and machines available to everyone and end the rule of the scholars
but he soon learned it was not as simple as he had believed was it right to let people go on believing in the
promises of a prophecy that might not come true after all

Beyond the Tomorrow Mountains
2010

an exploration of the unexpected role that llamas and other andean camelids played in transoceanic relationships
and knowledge exchange

Llamas Beyond the Andes
2023-12-12

understand how a patient s conditions might affect physical therapy and outcomes so that you can design safe and
effective interventions the only pathology textbook written specifically for physical therapists pathology
implications for the physical therapist third edition offers guidelines precautions and contraindications for
interventions with patients who have musculoskeletal or neuromuscular problems as well as other conditions such
as diabetes heart disease or pancreatitis learn about the cause of these conditions the pathogenesis medical
diagnosis and treatment and most importantly the special implications for the therapist in addition to addressing
specific diseases and conditions this text emphasizes health promotion and disease prevention strategies and
covers issues with implications for physical therapy management such as injury inflammation and healing the
lymphatic system and biopsychosocial spiritual impacts on health care with this practical and evidence based text
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now enhanced with full color illustrations and the latest research you ll know what to factor into your clinical
decisions to achieve the best outcomes for your patients incorporates the medical model the disablement model
and the icf model incorporates preferred practice patterns from the guide to physical therapist practice second
edition throughout the text presents key information in at a glance format that is organized by body system for
easy reference provides the basic science information and the clinical implications of disease within the
rehabilitation process covering common illnesses and diseases adverse effects of drugs organ transplantation
laboratory values and much more focuses on health promotion and disease prevention throughout special
implications for the therapist sections present the most likely practice patterns associated with each disease or
disorder and address precautions contraindications and considerations specific to pts current information on
conditions medical testing and treatment and practice models keeps you up to date on the latest research findings
and recent changes in the field companion evolve site provides easy access to articles referenced in the text with
links to medline tables and text boxes throughout the text summarize important information and highlight key
points

Pathology - E-Book
2014-11-05

editorial board karl p ameriks notre dame university west bend usa margaret atherton university of wisconsin
milwaukee usa frederick beiser syracuse university syracuse usa fabien capeillères université de caen france
faustino fabbianelli universitá di parma italia daniel garber princeton university princeton usa rudolf a makkreel
emory university atlanta usa steven nadler university of wisconsin madison usa alan nelson university of north
carolina chapel hill usa christof rapp lmu münchen d ursula renz universität klagenfurt Österreich wilhelm
schmidt biggemann fu berlin d denis thouard hu berlin d paul ziche universiteit utrecht nl günter zöller lmu
münchen d the series publishes monographs and essay collections devoted to the history of philosophy as well as
studies in the theory of writing the history of philosophy a special emphasis is placed on the contextualization of
philosophical historiography into the areas of the history of science culture and the wider scope of intellectual
history

Beyond the Babylonian Trauma
2018-09-24

the celebrations marking the 20th anniversary of the fall of the berlin wall provoked a debate on the outcomes of
the transition process in the post communist countries including a debate on the functioning of civil society this
provided a good opportunity for researchers to collect new data and revise the discourse on collective action and
the dynamics of civil society in these countries jacobsson and saxonberg s collection of essays looks at social
movements and their forms of mobilization and organization as well as action repertoires in relation to the social
context and their success or failure the book meets an important need in the discourse on post communist social
movements by going beyond the usual discourse about the weak and non participatory civil society in the post
communist context this book gives a nuanced and updated view of social movements in post communist europe by
looking at the cases of relatively successful mobilization by examining groups that have often been neglected in
the discourse on social movements and civil society including animal rights groups racist movements and non
feminist family organizations and by giving a deeper analysis of the different strategies that civil society
organizations and groups can use rather than expecting social movements in post communist europe to follow the
same patterns and operate in the same fashion as in western europe this volume shows that a wider view of
contentious action is needed in order to understand the variety of strategies employed by collective actors
operating in this context

Beyond NGO-ization
2013-06-28
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approx 1218 pages approx 1218 pages new qsen scenarios present a clinical situation followed by an open ended
question designed to help you understand and apply these core competencies new chapter on professional nursing
includes information on qsen prioritization delegation and professional levels new completely revised review
questions contain a strong mix of clinical thinking and application level questions new content on the impact of
exercise covers its influence on disease reduction compassion fatigue lateral violence cyber bullying social media
implications caregiver strain and safe patient handling new expanded use of evidence based practice boxes
include a pico question summary of the results of a research study and a description of how the study has affected
nursing practice in every chapter new patient centered care boxes address racial and ethnic diversity along with
the cultural differences that impact socioeconomic status values geography and religion these will related to the
chapter case studies when possible

Essentials for Nursing Practice - E-Book
2014-02-28

information about the symptoms treatment and research on autism spectrum disorders including autism and
asperger syndrome

Autism Spectrum Disorders
2011-06-17

do the various aspects of europe s multi leveled public diplomacy form a coherent overall image or do they work
against each other to some extent european public diplomacy pushes the literature on public diplomacy forward
through a multifaceted exploration of the european case

European Public Diplomacy
2013-11-07

move beyond empty life hacks to connect with your deepest humanity in getting over ourselves moving beyond a
culture of burnout loneliness and narcissism human development specialist and leadership coach christina
congleton delivers an insightful and urgently needed discussion of how people can break out of the tired cliches of
the self help genre and move toward new levels of connection engagement and capacity in navigating an uncertain
world in the book you ll explore how modern attitudes of individualism that were once freeing now converge with
environmental destruction inequality and an alarming uptick in depression substance abuse and suicide to
significantly damage the potential of people everywhere you ll also find concrete strategies rooted in
developmental psychology that show us new ways to approach these challenging times getting over ourselves
offers insights into why life hacks productivity seminars and more adulting are not the solutions to the issues
faced by people today frameworks that reject the idea that there is a separate solitary self in need of constant
improvement and connect you with your deepest humanity effective techniques for fending off burnout and ways
to move beyond the unsatisfactory status quo an essential and timely work getting over ourselves is the antidote
to the skin deep ineffective self help material that you ve been looking for

Getting Over Ourselves
2023-11-29

in his book reversing chronic lyme disease craig bruner has written perhaps one of the most in depth intelligent
and comprehensive books ever written on the subject of chronic lyme disease extremely powerful yet practical it
addresses nearly every important level of the lyme narrative a no holds barred and honest look at how the
government and conventional medicine have not only failed the lyme victim but by using their drug based model
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have actually prolonged the disease in the vast majority of chronic sufferers the author lays out a new paradigm
that he used himself to reverse and completely heal his long entrenched chronic lyme disease almost exclusively
without the use of drugs this book puts the power of healing squarely back in the hands of the lyme victim and
provides an intelligent road map that can be custom designed to help reverse lyme disease even in the most
resistant of sufferers this is a monumental work and represents the culmination of over 6 years of research seldom
has the subject of lyme disease been studied written about and presented on such a level it will open your eyes
with an in depth look at not just lyme disease but the chronic form which other authors seldom even discuss let
alone present why it happens additionally craig bruner shares therapies based upon the findings of research
primarily targeted towards reversing chronic lyme disease many of which have never been presented in any other
book certainly most doctors are not even aware of this information this book may make most others obsolete get
ready to be overwhelmed by the thorough manner in which the topic of chronic lyme disease has been explored
and many of the newer strategies that can be employed which have brought healing beyond expectation be
warned this is powerful information that can offer the sufferer new hope that he she can experience a deeper level
of healing

Reversing Chronic Lyme Disease: the New Paradigm Beyond
Conventional Medicine
2013-06-11

offers qualitative studies of collaboration processes conducted in globalising companies based in denmark and
with subsidiaries in asia it addresses the specific contexts of collaboration and studies how people with different
cultural backgrounds work together both face to face and in the virtual workplace

Global Collaboration: Intercultural Experiences and Learning
2012-05-15

provide quality care for clients from culturally diverse backgrounds transcultural nursing 8th edition shows you
how to apply assessment and intervention strategies to individuals from a variety of different cultures based on
giger and davidhizer s unique transcultural model this text helps you design culturally sensitive care with use of
the six key aspects of cultural assessment communication time space social organization environmental control
and biologic variations written by nursing educators joyce newman giger and linda g haddad transcultural nursing
shows how an understanding of cultural variations and individual patient needs will help you provide safe and
effective care unique the six key aspects of cultural assessment each receive a full chapter of coverage allowing
you to also apply the transcultural assessment model to cultures not covered in the text case studies and critical
decision making questions help you apply the assessment framework to practice 23 chapters on specific cultural
groups apply this assessment model to the clients most commonly encountered in united states health care
settings with nearly all chapters written by contributors who are part of that ethnic group client care plans in
culture specific chapters show how to apply principles to the needs of individuals review questions reinforce your
understanding of cultural principles with answers found in the back of the book discussions of spirituality
throughout the text provide a holistic integrated approach to culture beliefs and assessment new co author dr
linda haddad is an internationally recognized cultural scholar who has taught nursing around the globe has acted
as an advisor and coordinator for the world health organization and has published over 30 scholarly articles on
nursing with a focus on understanding the cultural implication to care updated cultural chapters are completely
revised to reflect the shifting experiences of cultural groups in our society

Transcultural Nursing - E-Book
2020-03-10

this volume moves discussion of ancient israelite culture beyond concepts of isolation and borders factoring in
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already well known insights from classical studies and ancient history that take greater account of the impressive
connections between all the countries bordering the mediterranean sea specifically the contributors focus on
cyprus and the bible and offer archaeological and biblical insights to consider how and in what ways cyprus and
cypriot culture was related to biblical life and perceptions though the mediterranean separated palestine from
cyprus it also joined them archaeological finds expose significant trade relations and cultural commonalities not
only in the hellenistic and late roman eras but for many centuries prior these relations developed and became
even more intimate in the later biblical period as evidenced by early jewish and christian writings by exploring
various methods of cultural contact the contributors suggest that further examination of cultural links between
cyprus and palestine in the biblical period can repay dividends in understanding the development of ancient
israelite religion early judaism and early christianity

Cyprus Within the Biblical World
2021-03-25

border culture emerges through the intersection and engagement of imagination affinity and identity it is evident
wherever boundaries separate or sort people and their goods ideas or other belongings it is the vessel of
engagement between countries and peoples assuming many forms exuding a variety of expressions changing
shapes but border culture does not disappear once it is developed and it may be visualized as a thread that runs
throughout the process of globalization border culture is conveyed in imaginaries and productions that are linked
to borderland identities constructed in the borderlands these identities underlie the enforcement of control and
resistance to power that also comprise border cultures canada s borders in globalization offer an opportunity to
explore the interplay of borders and culture identify the fundamental currents of border culture in motion and
establish an approach to understanding how border culture is placed and replaced in globalization published in
english

Borders, Culture, and Globalization
2021-05-18

the dismantling of understanding canada an international program eliminated by canada s conservative
government in 2012 posed a tremendous potential setback for canadianists yet canadian writers continue to be
celebrated globally by popular and academic audiences alike twenty scholars speak to the government s
diplomatic and economic about face and its implications for representations of canadian writing within and
outside canada s borders the contributors to this volume remind us of the obstacles facing transnational
intellectual exchange but also salute scholars persistence despite these obstacles beyond understanding canada is
a timely trenchant volume for students and scholars of canadian literature and anyone seeking to understand how
canadian literature circulates in a transnational world contributors michael a bucknor daniel coleman anne collett
pilar cuder domínguez ana maría fraile marcos jeremy haynes cristina ivanovici milena kaličanin smaro
kamboureli katalin kürtösi vesna lopičić belén martín lucas claire omhovère lucia otrísalová don sparling melissa
tanti christl verduyn elizabeth yeoman lorraine york

Beyond "Understanding Canada"
2017-04-21

beyond white mindfulness critical perspectives on racism well being and liberation brings together
interdisciplinary perspectives on mind body interventions group based identities and social justice marshalling
both empirical data and theoretical approaches the book examines a broad range of questions related to
mindfulness meditation and diverse communities while there is growing public interest in mind body health
holistic wellness and contemplative practice critical research examining on these topics featuring minority
perspectives and experiences is relatively rare this book draws on cutting edge insights from psychology sociology
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gender and critical race theory to fill this void major themes include culture identity and awareness intersectional
approaches to the study of mindfulness and minority stress cultural competence in developing and teaching
mindfulness based health interventions and the complex relationships between mindfulness inequality and social
justice the first book of its kind to bring together scholarly and personal reflections on mindfulness for diverse
populations beyond white mindfulness offers social science students and practitioners in this area a new
perspective on mindfulness and suggestions for future scholarship

Beyond White Mindfulness
2022-02-17

this book traces the development of oman s inclusive agreements and highlights their importance for international
negotiations dealing with issues most relevant to humanity s own survival today nuclear weapons or climate
change in oman a historical seafaring nation on the south eastern corner of the arabian peninsula a culture of
agreement that accommodates the interests of everyone has developed around the division of scarce water
resources life in the arid inland of the omani hajar mountains would not have been possible without water
irrigation channel falaj construction is extremely old and skilful therein local practices evolved around the division
of water and land on the basis of fairness the community would be best served by inclusion and the avoidance of
conflict a specific islamic school called ibadi arrived at oman early on in the eighth century ibadi scholars
conserved local practices consultation and mediation by sheikhs and the religious leader imam became the law of
the land the omanis were known as the people of consultation ahl al shura in time the practice of inclusive
agreements would extend far beyond the village level affecting oman s foreign policy under sultan qaboos oman s
water diplomacy succeeded in uniting the contestants of the middle east peace process in the 1990s to work
together on common problems of water desalination

Ancient Water Agreements, Tribal Law and Ibadism
2021-10-19

perioperative nursing 2e has been written by local leaders in perioperative nursing and continues to deliver a
contemporary practical text for australian and new zealand perioperative nurses appropriate for nursing students
and graduates entering the perioperative environment perioperative nursing 2e offers a sound foundational
knowledge base to underpin a perioperative nursing career this unique text will also be of value to those
undertaking postgraduate perioperative studies as well as to more experienced perioperative nurses seeking to
refresh their knowledge or expand their nursing practice this essential title examines the roles and responsibilities
of nurses working within a perioperative environment providing an overview of key concepts in perioperative care
the scope of this book addresses anaesthetic intraoperative and postanaesthetic recovery care as well as day
surgery and evolving perioperative practices and environments research boxes where appropriate feature boxes
on special populations such as paediatric geriatric and bariatric patients emphasis is placed on the concept of the
patient journey working within interprofessional teams communication teamwork patient and staff safety risk
management strategies and medico legal considerations now endorsed by acorn aligns with the 2016 acorn and
pnc nzno standards reflects the latest national and international standards including the nsqhs standards the new
nmba standards for practice for registered and enrolled nurses and the who surgical safety checklist includes two
new chapters the perioperative team and interdisciplinary collaboration and perioperative patient safety
supporting online resources are available on evolve

Perioperative Nursing - EBook-epub
2016-03-15

this collection analyses the remaking of culture and music spaces during the ongoing covid 19 pandemic its
central focus is how cultural producers negotiated radically disrupted and uncertain conditions by creating
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designing and curating new objects and events and through making alternative combinations of practices and
spaces by examining contexts and practices of remaking culture and music it goes beyond being a chronicle of
how the pandemic disrupted cultural life and livelihoods the book also raises crucial questions about the forms
and dynamics of post pandemic spaces of culture and music main themes include the affective and embodied
dimensions that shape the experience organisation and representation of cultural and musical activity the
restructuring of industries and practices of work and cultural production the transformation of spaces of cultural
expression and community and the uncertainty and resilience of future culture and music this collection will be
instrumental for researchers practitioners and students studying the spatial material and affective dimensions of
cultural production in the fields of cultural sociology cultural and creative industries research festival and event
studies and music studies its interdisciplinary nature makes it beneficial reading for anyone interested in what has
happened to culture and music during the global pandemic and beyond

Remaking Culture and Music Spaces
2022-11-18

beyond thalassocracies aims to evaluate and rethink the manner in which archaeologists approach understand and
analyze the various processes associated with culture change connected to interregional contact using as a test
case the world of the aegean during the late bronze age c 1600 1100 bc the 14 chapters compare and contrast
various aspects of the phenomena of minoanisation and mycenaeanisation both of which share the basic
underlying defining feature of material culture change in communities around the aegean this change was driven
by trends manifesting themselves in the dominant palatial communities of each period of the bronze age over the
past decade our understanding of how these processes developed and functioned has changed considerably
whereas current discussions on minoanisation have already been informed by more recent theoretical trends
especially in material culture studies and post colonial theory the process of mycenaeanisation is still very much
conceptualized along traditional lines of explanation since these phenomena occurred in chronological sequence it
makes sense that any reappraisal of their nature and significance should target those regions of the aegean basin
that were affected by both processes highlighting their similarities and differences thus in the present volume we
focus on the southern and eastern aegean in particular the cyclades dodecanese and the north eastern aegean
islands

Beyond Thalassocracies
2016-08-31

in 1990 gerald conaty was hired as senior curator of ethnology at the glenbow museum with the particular
mandate of improving the museum s relationship with aboriginal communities that same year the glenbow had
taken its first tentative steps toward repatriation by returning sacred objects to first nations peoples these efforts
drew harsh criticism from members of the provincial government was it not the museum s primary legal ethical
and fiduciary responsibility to ensure the physical preservation of its collections would the return of a sacred
bundle to ceremonial use not alter and diminish its historical worth and its value to the larger society undaunted
by such criticism conaty oversaw the return of more than fifty medicine bundles to blackfoot and cree
communities between the years of 1990 and 2000 at which time the first nations sacred ceremonial objects
repatriation act fnscora still the only repatriation legislation in canada was passed repatriation he wrote is a vital
component in the creation of an equitable diverse and respectful society we are coming home is the story of the
highly complex process of repatriation as described by those intimately involved in the work notably the piikani
siksika and kainai elders who provided essential oversight and guidance we also hear from the glenbow museum s
president and ceo at the time and from an archaeologist then employed at the provincial museum of alberta who
provides an insider s view of the drafting of fnscora these accounts are framed by conaty s reflections on the
impact of museums on first nations on the history and culture of the niitsitapi or blackfoot and on the path forward
with conaty s passing in august of 2013 this book is also a tribute to his enduring relationships with the blackfoot
to his rich and exemplary career and to his commitment to innovation and mindful museum practice
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ePub - European Conference on Social Media
2014-11-07

the existence of world literature depends on specific processes institutions and actors involved in the global
circulation of literary works the contributions of this volume aim to pay attention to these multiple material
dimensions of latin american 20th and 21st century literatures from perspectives informed by materialism
sociology book studies and digital humanities the articles of this volume analyze the role of publishing houses
politics of translation mediators and gatekeepers allowing insights into the processes that enable books to cross
borders and to be transformed into globally circulating commodities the book focusses both on material re sources
of literary archives key actors in literary and cultural markets prizes and book fairs as well as on recent dimension
of the digital age statements of some of the leading representatives of the global publishing world complement
these analyses of the operations of selection and aggregation of value to literary texts
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for over 80 years the national society of professional engineers nspe has been a leader in the promotion of ethical
practice within the field of engineering one of the society s greatest contributions is the formation and adoption of
the nspe code of ethics but the code with its six fundamental canons is only truly instructive if engineers can
bridge the gap between principles and action here there is no substitute for personal reflection on the ethical and
philosophical issues that underlie the code if done well such reflection provides an indispensable basis for moral
problem solving beyond the code a philosophical guide to engineering ethics is designed to complement the nspe
code of ethics by helping readers go beyond in their understanding of the philosophical issues bound up in the
code each chapter addresses one of the fundamental canons of the nspe code and provides a philosophical
analysis of the various parts of each canon by employing contemporary and classical texts this unique approach to
engineering ethics guides students and professionals in their readings of the appended selections to refine their
understanding of the code in order to apply it to the practical challenges of today s engineers key features is the
first introduction to engineering ethics that helps students understand and apply the nspe code of ethics to
engineering practice includes a preface from arthur e schwartz nspe deputy executive director and general
counsel and nafe executive director as a hybrid text includes primary philosophical texts with extensive
introductions and guided reading questions from the book s three authors offers case studies from the nspe board
of ethical review allowing students to see a direct connection between the issues discussed in the text and real
world engineering practice includes the following pedagogical aids key terms and concepts for each chapter
preparing to read sections before each primary source reading guided reading questions after each primary
source reading going beyond our questions for a deep dive after each case study
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